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BOOK REVIEW

Handbook ofMagnetic Materials, Volume 12 K. H. J. Buschow (Ed.),
North Holland, Elsevier Science, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 1998,
586 pp., ISBN 0444502491, US$ 215.00

As with previous volumes of the Handbook of Magnetic Materials,
Volume 12 includes chapters on both applications orientated and
curiousity driven research. Chapter by A. Barth616my, A. Fert and
F. Petroff deals with the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) observed in
magnetic multilayers. The GMR effect which was discovered in Fe/Cr
multilayers in 1988 is finding applications in sensor, read heads and
magnetic RAM devices. Exchange coupling exists between the
magnetic Fe layers separated by a non-magnetic Cr layer. For certain
thicknesses of the latter this leads to antiferromagnetic coupling of the
two magnetic Fe layers. Aligning the magnetizations of these magnetic
layers parallel with a moderate external field leads to a dramatic
decrease in the resistance of the multilayer, called the GMR effect.
More recently a new class of magnetotransport phenomena has been
obtained in magnetonanostructures by making use of spin polarization
of the carriers. This is the emerging field of spin electronics. Prof. Fert,
with Griinberg a winner in 1994 of the triennially accorded Magnetism
Award, and his co-authors give an excellent and up to date
introduction of this very active and important field of GMR in
magnetic multilayers. Prospective researchers in this field will find a

very useful tabulation of experimental work on the GMR effect in
which nearly 400 references are reported and which gives for each
particular system studied the most prominent characteristics that have
been observed.

In Chapter 2 P. C. Riedi, T. Thomson and G. J. Tomka discuss the
use of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques, and of work
done using the 59-Co nucleus, to study thin magnetic films and
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superlattices. The authors took considerable care to explain the basic
principles of NMR, and its application to the study of ferromagnetic
materials, before considering the work done on Co films and Co
containing superlattices. The exposition is clear and instructive and
should be particularly useful for those researchers in thin films who are
less familiar with NMR techniques.

Chapter 3 by N. H. Duc and P. E. Brommer deals with the formation
of 3d-moments and spin fluctuations in some rare-earth-cobalt
compounds. A review is given of experimental results of the
magnetization and susceptibility, specific heat, electrical resistivity,
magnetoresistivity and magnetoelastic properties of RCo2 and
R(Col_xMx)2 compounds. R denotes moment bearing rare-earth
elements like Nd, Pr, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm, as well as non-
magnetic rare-earths like Y, Lu, Sc and Hf, while M includes elements
like A1, Ga, Sn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Mn and Rh. Of particular interest is the
itinerant-electron metamagnetism found in many of these compounds
with critical fields for transition to the induced ferromagnetic state as
large as 74 T in the case of LuCo2.

In the final chapter A. M. Tishin reports results of magnetocaloric
measurements for many magnetic materials including rare-earth
metals, rare-earth-3d transition metal compounds, amorphous alloys,
nanocomposites and perovskite type oxides. This work has important
application possibilities in magnetic refrigeration technology.
The book is available from Elsevier Science, P.O. Box 211, 1000 AE

Amsterdam, The Netherlands, or in the USA/Canada P.O. Box 945,
Madison Square Station, New York, NY 10160-0757, USA.
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